MARIE-ADELE:
When I win THE BIGGEST BINGO IN THE WORLD,
I'm gonna buy me an island. In the North ~annel, right
smack-dab in the middle - eem-shak min-stik - the most
beautiful island in the world. And my island will have
lots of trees - great big bushy ones - and lots and lots
and lots of sweetgrass. MMMMM! And there's gonna be
pine trees and oak trees and maple trees and big stones
and little stonelets - neee - and, oh yeah, this real neat
picket fence, real high, long and very, very, very white.
No bird shit. Eugene will live there and me and all my
Starblanket kids. Yup, no more smelly, stinky old pulp
and paper mill in Espanola for my Eugene - pooh! - my
12 Starblanket boys and my two Starblanket girls and
me and my Eugene all living real nice and comfy right
there on Starblanket Island, the most beautiful incredible
goddamn island in the whole goddamn world. Eem-shak
min-stik! When I win THE BIGGEST BINGO IN THE
WORLD!
VERONIQUE:
Well, when I win the BIGGEST BINGO IN THE
WORLD. No! After I win THE BIGGEST BINGO IN
THE WORLD, I will go shopping for a brand-new stove.
In Toronto. At the Eaton Centre. A great big stove. The
kind Madame Benoit has. The kind that has the three
different compartments in the oven alone. I'll have the
biggest stove on the reserve. I'll cook for all the children
on the reserve. I'll adopt all of Marie-Adele Starblanket's
14 children and I will cook for them. I'll even cook for
Gazelle Nataways' poor starving babies while she's lolling around like a pig in Big Joey's smelly, sweaty bed.
And Pierre St. Pierre can drink himself to death for all

5 A great big island. (Cree)

I care. Because I'll be the best cook on all of Manitoulin
Island! I'll enter competitions. I'll go to Paris and meet
what's-his-name Cordon Bleu! I'll write a cookbook called
"The Joy of Veronique St. Pierre's Cooking" and it will
sell in the millions! And I will become rich and famous!
Zhaboonigan Peterson will wear a mink while she eats
steak tartare-de-frou-frou! Madame Benoit will be so
jealous she'll suicide herself. Oh, when I win THE BIGGEST BINGO IN THE WORLD!

Zhaboonigan comes running in from swimming,
"chasing" after the other three women, counting
to herself and giggling.
ZHABOONIGAN:
One, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten,
eleven, twelve, thirteen, fourteen.

At the store. Annie Cook, Marie-Adele Starblanket,
Veronique St. Pierre, and Zhaboonigan Peterson
have arrived. Emily Dictionary makes a sudden
appearance, carrying a huge bag of flour on her
shoulder. She is one tough lady, wearing cowboy
boots, tight blue jeans, a black leather jacket - all
three items worn to the seams - and she sports
one black eye.
EMILY:

In a loud, booming voice that paralyzes all movement in the room while she speaks.
Zhaboonigan Peterson! What in Red Lucifer's name ever
possessed you to be hangin' out with a buncha' dizzy
old dames like this?

Bag of flour hits the floor with a "dooj."
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